Outlaw Camp Bulletin
September 10, 2016
Happy birthday was our theme today, and what a great day to celebrate. One of our favorite cowboys, Mustang
Moore was here to shoot on his 84th birthday! As you can see from the scores he still shoots very well! Turns out we
also just missed Mustang Toni’s birthday by a couple of days so we just added her to the celebration!
It was good to have Windslinger back on the firing line after several months of recuperation from numerous
surgeries. Also a new shooter, one of Ouchita Badman’s boys, Michael Hicks aka Michael, was here to try out a little
of this cowboy action shooting. Looks like we may have another real shooter on the way! If Ouchita Badman gets all
his boys on the firing line they may have their own posse. Welcome!
It is time to go back to our regular dress code. We always relax our dress code a little during the summer due to the
heat, this may not be a good idea as I noticed quite a few “relaxed” items at our Sep. shoot. If you aren’t sure how a
cowboy action shooter is supposed to be attired I strongly suggest that you check the SASS shooters handbook!!!!
Congratulations to all our shooters who made it to the Arkansas State championships. There are a lot of shoots here
and there in the fall so good luck to those who are traveling, be safe and shoot well!
Congratulations also to those who shot a ‘clean match’ here at Outlaw Camp Saturday. I think it was Bullet Bender’s
first ever clean match. Also Stumpman, Lefty Ed and Dingus Dan. Yep, I had one pesky miss on one of the largest,
closest, pistol targets out there.
Just a reminder that the Arkansas State Black Powder Championship match is coming up October the 1st. This is a
one-day affair hosted by the White River Gang in Mtn. Home, AR. They offer both Black Powder and Smokeless
categories so get your entry in.
It was noticed at the Arkansas State Championships that there were shooters who after loading their rifles at the
loading table very carefully and purposely placed the rifle on the half cock or safety notch. DON’T DO THIS! The rifle
is to be staged with the hammer fully down on an empty chamber. Failure to stage the rifle in this manner is a
stage disqualification. Prior to loading your rifle always double check to see that your hammer is fully down. Check
it again prior to staging your rifle.
Don’t forget our fourth Saturday shoot 9-24-16 and October has a fifth Saturday 10-29-16.
Travel Safe and…………
“KEEP ‘EM POINTED DOWNRANGE”

Upcoming Events of Interest:
Sep. 24 Sat.

Shoot ‘Outlaw Camp 4th Sat. Outlaws’ shooter mtg.9:45 shoot 10:00

Oct. 1 Sat.

Arkansas Black Powder Championship hosted by White River Gang

Oct.1 Sat

Shoot ‘MVV’ shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

Ozark Outlaw

Oct. 2 Sun.

Shoot ‘MVV’ shoot 9:00 call

Oct. 8 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp’ shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

Oct. 22 Sat.

Shoot ‘Outlaw Camp’ 4th Sat Outlaws

Oct. 29 Sat.

Shoot ‘Outlaw Camp’ Fun Fifth Saturday

Nov. 5 Sat.

Shoot ‘MVV’

Nov. 6 Sun.

Shoot ‘MVV’

Nov. 12 Sat.

Shoot ‘Outlaw Camp’

For other shoots in the state check their respective web-sites

